
Practicing jumping up and out with two feet, using markers
on the floor for a child to jump onto.

Your child stands on the marker then you say “[NAME]-
Ready-jump” and encourage them to jump, two-footed, to
the next marker.  Children around the age of two will
probably step – that’s OK – jumping two footed comes
with practice but also with physical development so don’t
worry if they are not there just yet.

This activity helps to improve gross motor skills.

The bath is the perfect environment for learning through play. We know that some of
you don’t find bath times relaxing, especially if your little one doesn’t have much water
confidence but hopefully these activities will help you and your little one learn how to
make bath time a relaxing and beneficial experience for you both.

Firstly, we have some videos, done by our lovely teachers, featuring relaxing songs.
Water massage is so important, getting your little one used to having their body
enveloped by water, feeling water on their legs, arms and body; getting used to their
ears being under water; getting used to the feeling of water on their face, even if it is
just sprinkled gently by your fingers.

Relax, Play & Learn at Bath Time

Relax

I Love You If You're Happy...I Hear Thunder

Giving your child the opportunity to play in the water is crucial to water confidence. Making bath times about something
other than a cleaning ritual can really increase confidence and also make for an easier bedtime as they will feel tired after

a play in the bath. If you can, be in the bath with your little one, then you can take part in the play too.

Use plastic cups, bowls,
sieves etc. in the bath and
show them the fun that
can be had – water play is
fun but also develops
imagination, creative
thinking, hand-eye-
coordination and fine
motor skills.

You can also introduce
new words to help with
language skills e.g. soak,
drench, pour, slippy, float,
splash, scrub, scoop. 
 When filling and emptying
cups use words such as
full, empty, heavy, light.

There are endless
possibilities in the bath
for play and learning at
the same time. Try
different temperatures
(be careful it’s not too hot
or cold) for further
learning experiences.

For older toddlers, bring
characters into the bath
(make sure they are
waterproof) and make up
stories and create
adventures.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_5GACRrSew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2hK3b4kbzE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8solH0GHNTY

